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‘If you want to make enemies, try to change something.’ 

- Woodrow Wilson 
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Introduction 

First off I would like to state that these are personal views and in no way do I assume to know 

everything or be infallible. My ‘analysis’ is based purely on personal experiences and 

observations made within the alternative cryptocurrency scene since we released NobleCoin 

(NOBL) and gained a greater understanding of its ‘inner workings’. Working consistent sixteen 

hour days, building and providing services, watching dozens of coins come and go monthly as 

well as talking to hundreds of insiders and newcomers weekly has solidified my views. 

However, I more than welcome criticism and feedback and continuously search for information 

from more sources; there are a number of very intelligent and informed members of the 

community I highly respect hope to hear from. I do not want this to be the first and final version 

of this paper. 

Making these comments, as I do often but less formally, will immediately draw fire from many 

people and make this ‘piece’ a strong target for personal insults and attacks. I do not enjoy 

arguing points; what I do enjoy is presenting my point of view and then being presented with 

alternative points of view. They are taken in, critically analyzed, pondered on through my own 

subjectively tinted glasses, recognized and then incorporated into any response if I choose to 

make one. I humbly ask you to simply apply some critical thinking what I am presenting here, 

do further research, reading and watching and make up your own mind. I expect I may be 

wrong on a number of points: these will be pointed out to me and adjusted for following 

versions. For disclosure sake, I founded NobleCoin (NOBL) (falls under ‘community coin’ flavour) 

and know that I hold a sizeable amount. I have tried to keep any conflict of interest out of this 

except for Part IV, but at times I do use NOBL as an example as it is the coin I obviously have the 

most experience with.  
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Part I: The ‘Flavours’ 

1.1: The ‘Community Coins’ 

The 2014 community coins came with the rise of DogeCoin (DOGE). Alongside EarthCoin (EAC) 

these two were the powerhouse community coins that came in December and led through 

January-February. Technical specifications were not so important next to community support 

and finding uses for the coin itself. Aimed at users new to cryptocurrency who may not even be 

miners or day-traders, these coins do very well in introducing new users to cryptocurrency as 

well as promote the development of services and merchants purely because they have such a 

large user base. One of the great things about these coins is a good number of users and 

supporters care less about the immediate value of their holdings and more about finding a use 

for them while building the community and coin long-term. NobleCoin (NOBL) released when 

these coins were the prominent choice. Something I mentioned back in January which I still feel 

somewhat applies today:  

‘The mainstream users and newcomers to the scene don’t care so much about 

how the code works or the advanced technical features one coin may have over 

another.’ 

These coins have generally fallen slightly from grace due to the prevalence of scam community 

coins in February, a greater attention to new algorithms and technical specifications, as well as 

the Mt Gox and BTC dramas we saw earlier in the year causing a downward trend on prices that 

many are currently unable to recover from.  

1.2: The ‘Country Coins’ 

The country coins are probably the most disliked type at this point right after the blatant IPO 

and ‘scam-coins’. Introduced to the scene in Februrary, AuroraCoin (AUR) quickly made 

international headlines with its bold plan of distribution and massive (albeit deceptive) market 

cap. It was quickly followed by MazaCoin (MZC) and a dozen other imitators, most not lasting a 

week due to the backlash of a community believing them to be blatant scams. Most probably 

rightfully so, the biggest criticism of these coins is the large pre-mine in the hands of often 

anonymous developers and the ‘shady’ (or complete lack of a) plan of distribution. While I can 

never argue against the noble intentions of a coin like AUR; such a huge pre-mine (ignoring 

other technical and more legitimate means of distribution), a deceptive market cap and the fact 

they focus on a regional level rather than international level means I am also personally not a 

big fan. However, at this point in time it seems AUR continues to move forward and distribute 
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coins to the population of Iceland, but the price continues to suffer after the initial ‘speculative 

phase’ ended. 

1.3: The ‘Technical Coins’ 

Let me first state I do not ignore nor dismiss the technical innovations that came with many 

alternative coins in 2013 – I am looking at this from a ‘2014 view’. Technical coins focus on 

pushing the boundaries on what the current code being used by alternative coins currently 

does and attempts to solve issues its user base feel are important. The big technical coins for 

2014 as of now are VertCoin (VTC) and DarkCoin (DARK); both uniting their communities behind 

important technical hurdles that cryptocurrency either faces now or may face in the future. VTC 

made a huge splash in 2014 with its pronounced ASIC resistance and DARK is pushing the 

envelope with the X11 algorithm approach and under development anonymity. These flavours 

are currently doing quite well during ‘speculate phase’ in the alternative cryptocurrency scene, 

which tends to hold in high regard coins doing something different from a technical 

perspective. 

1.4: Up & Coming Flavour: The ‘Honest Coins’ 

A new flavour of coins hitting in April will be the ‘honest’ coins, backed by exactly the same 

people (see ‘The Unholy Trinity’ later) that have pushed each flavor of coin in the past. They will 

use ‘real’ names and social media profiles built primarily for the coin however many will end up 

being misleading. We have already seen a number of these pop up briefly with the personal 

details and escrow (in the case of IPO versions) ultimately being proven false a week or two 

later when the coin flops.  

Demand for these coins has been fueled by all the ‘scam-coins’, however many of them will be 

presented by the very same people responsible for the current influx. They will have all the 

expected features to get everyday miners and day traders in on the action. They will most 

probably be insta-mined and dominated by hash farms from day one like many other coins, but 

it will be used to argue that they are just extremely popular, legitimate and long-term. We saw 

plenty of these types of coins in January & February (primarily under the ‘community coin’ 

category) until they implemented Kimoto’s Gravity Well (KGW), at which point the price and 

difficulty manipulation ended abruptly, leading to the decline of the coin. 
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Part II: The Groups 

2.1: Newcomers 

These are the people I want to reach out to first with this kind of information. Don’t take what I 

say here or what anyone else says anywhere in this scene at face value. Apply critical thought 

and know that everyone (including myself) has an agenda. Everyone you take advice from will 

have either developed a coin, remains loyal to a few particular coins, and/or holds a large 

amount of any number of particular coins perhaps with the intent to sell as soon as it is 

profitable enough. Many people believe alternative cryptocurrencies are good for nothing 

except profiting from in BTC, they may very well be right, but just as many believe they are a 

valuable experimental playground, unite niches and build new communities, or provide 

something current coins do not, among other things. Don’t let the constant taunting, negativity 

and scamming get you down and define the whole scene. Just be aware of some of the 

‘realities’ of this environment and focus your efforts on the coins you feel are most deserving. 

2.2: Cryptocurrency Mainstream Media 

One of the most consistent problems I deal with in regards to cryptocurrency media is the 

‘shock’ of its readers that it is no more ‘pure’ than the mainstream media many of them are 

trying to escape. Admittedly I was the same, until it really sunk in that media outlets don’t have 

to disclose the coins they own, don’t have to disclose the BTC they receive to publish stories 

and don’t have to disclose coins that they themselves have ‘developed’ or have taken a 

percentage of the pre-mine from. For example, a new coin could release promoting charity and 

its intent to donate to a charity. It carries with it both a private pre-mine and an IPO. Before it 

has released it has a news article on particular popular cryptocurrency media outlets without a 

statement that it has paid for promotion (generally outlets at least provide that to escape some 

heat). This media ‘attention’ is then promoted as legitimizing said coin and helps its IPO get 

more BTC from newcomers (anyone else is generally a lot more jaded and wary). As we can 

expect, there are discrepancies with IPO payments, predetermined rules, timestamps, 

transparency and the legitimacy of investors. These coins are promoted by particular 

cryptocurrency media outlets as well as their developers as being ‘revolutionary’, and 

sometimes IPO’s and pre-mines worth tens of thousands of dollars literally vanish into thin air. 

It’s a tough gig not publicly calling out the only actors who continuously gain from such coin 

releases. 

One of the worst cases many of us have witnessed is a particularly well known cryptocurrency 

media identity being invited to a widely broadcasted and very popular TV show to talk about 

alternative cryptocurrencies. This particular individual goes on to slander the majority of coins 
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as ‘not really worth anyone’s time looking at’. This in itself is fine, he could be quite right, 

everyone is entitled to their opinion and there are some very old, established and well-

respected alternatives that bring something entirely new to the scene. The problem here is that 

this particular individual takes BTC as payment to promote and sell these scam-coins ‘not really 

worth anyone’s time looking at’ to his readers (especially newcomers) while denouncing them 

on respected media outlets. The double-standard, hypocrisy and questionable morality here 

means newcomers to cryptocurrency are being taken for a ride by not only the coins 

themselves but by the media outlets publicly taking BTC payments to promote them. The very 

cryptocurrency media outlets you support through readership are telling the outside world all 

the coins they sell you and write news articles for are basically ‘rubbish’. What do you think that 

means in terms of wider acceptance and the potential of your own coin portfolio? These 

promotions are more than mere advertisements: they are entire articles positively promoting 

every aspect of new coins with zero counter-balances. 

Furthermore, you will see subtle misinformation in the articles in an attempt to demonize 

particular coins and promote one coin over the other. Members of the cryptocurrency media 

are holders, miners and traders themselves and do not need to be transparent in why they 

promote and pump particular coins. Nobody plays by any set of rules and no one can be held 

accountable for ‘misleading’ and ‘shady’ dealings which could be considered illegal in many 

other parts of society. It is this sort of reality that newcomers to the scene need to be made 

aware of because they all continue to be taken for a ride.  

A final note to make about media representation and cryptocurrency is that for approximately 

$450.00 USD a story can be published in all the media outlets linked by new coins to ‘prove’ 

mainstream interest and promotion. The developers of said coins can write a very positive and 

appealing article and publish it on mainstream media outlets, linking to it in an attempt to 

legitimize and improve the perceived value of their latest endeavor. 

2.3: The ‘Mining Conglomerates’ 

I am not personally against miners or profit: greed and desire managed humanely is good and 

drives society forward. Individuals need incentives and need to be rewarded for their hardware 

investments and for securing block chains in the case of proof-of-work coins, as they provide 

the raw backbone necessary for transactions and the ledger. The information I present here is 

for newcomers to the scene who question why certain coins are so popular and hard to mine 

on release. 

There are individuals and groups who control unbelievably large amounts of hash power for 

SHA as well as scrypt coins. In the case of scrypt, amounts large enough to easily negate any 

argument that scrypt ASICs will centralize hash power and put it in the hands of the few: it’s 
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already here and has been for more than a year. Because of the amount of hash power and 

electricity used by these groups and individuals (costs) they primarily exist purely to profit in 

BTC and will generally only ever sit on planned releases or the most profitable coins. Being 

primarily ‘emotionless’ and profit-oriented, mining conglomerates do not do particular damage 

to any individual coin as they will just as happily switch to the most profitable when 

circumstances dictate. In fact they act as more of a balance to ensure all coins stay relatively 

similar in profitability. 

There are particularly strong cases (although always conjecture) that a number of these 

conglomerates team up with chain-developers to develop and release coins which are designed 

in such a way to ensure extremely profitable mining rewards even at 1 satoshi. For example, say 

you get a new coin released that gives out a huge number of coins, which even when sold for 1 

satoshi and at estimated difficulty ensures good profitability to these groups. The extremely 

large hash rates are used to argue great popularity and ‘hype’ for particular coins, which draws 

in community members, newcomers, buyers and speculators. Profit on these coins is then 

increased because of all the attention given to them and the hope they’ll be the ‘next big thing’. 

We saw a lot of these coins in January & February. Long difficulty adjustment retargets allowed 

conglomerates to take full advantage of lower difficulties with their huge hash rates. By the 

time KGW was implemented to ‘fix the problem and save the coin’ (an event generally already 

planned on release to instigate one final round of ‘hype’ and profit) it was too late, the chain-

developers and mining conglomerates already had a new coin ready to be deployed and 

targeted to profit from. If you can follow the history of difficulty and final price/profitability of 

particular coins it becomes quite easy to see which coins fall under this category.  

2.4: The ‘Chain-Developers’ 

Chain developers are generally anonymous or well-known pseudonymous individuals who 

release and promote coins on a bi-weekly or monthly basis. They have gotten very good at this. 

There is a lot of money to be made in releasing a coin: it takes the experienced guys a couple of 

hours tops to set up – add on top of that the time necessary to develop and design as much 

marketing material as they are willing to put into making their case. If you know what you’re 

doing, have the right angle and promotional material ready you’re mostly set. If you can get it 

listed on an exchange relatively early with good support and hype as well as even a small pre-

mine ‘for marketing, bounties, giveaways and development’ you’re even more set. Add on top 

of this an insta-mine, hired hash power or a strong relationship with a ‘mining conglomerate’ 

(as mentioned earlier) and you have all the ingredients for large hype, high difficulty, plenty of 

community support and high speculative prices that can last weeks or even months. If you have 

a sound relationship with a whale (rich market manipulator or investor) and/or particular 
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Twitter pump and dumpers (P&D – detailed in the next section), and have everything organized 

beforehand, you will be laughing all the way to the bank. 

Looking at potential chain-release coins let’s take for example NobleCoin and hypothesize that I 

was merely scamming (as many expected) and working only to dump the pre-mine and bail. We 

released the first week of January when pre-mines were still relatively accepted. This was 

before some very infamous coins with private pre-mines and a huge amount of hype and 

promises of making entire swathes of the cryptocurrency scene ‘mega-rich’. At 2% pre-mine, 

after all the usual development and very generous bounty payouts that lasted two weeks 

before hitting our first exchange, I had under my control over 250 million coins. After hitting 

our first few exchanges and with a listed coinmarketcap.com market capitalization of 

approximately $1,000,000 I had over $300,000 worth of NOBL sitting in multiple wallets. Yes, I 

worried for my own as well as my cold and hot wallet security. It was also during the bullish 

period of the market where BTC was sitting nicely around $1,000 USD. Now don’t get me wrong 

there was nowhere near enough liquidity on our listed exchanges to sell even half of that 

amount, but over a few weeks of action and speculation I could have sold between $25,000 & 

$65,000 worth of coins. Not bad for what was ultimately only a month’s worth of full-time work 

(including promotion and staying active). The only regret I currently have is not converting 

some of that amount to BTC with permission of the community and using that BTC to support 

our exchange value now. There are coin releases that ultimately failed this year that have made 

individuals literally hundreds of thousands of dollars over three to six weeks. This is why your 

developers stop responding on your forum thread: they’re on a nice holiday on a beach 

somewhere. 

These releases are still happening day in and day out. The hints are everywhere, from the 

layout of the announcement thread and the icons in the title, to the custom code comments, 

‘development’/fork history and design nuances of the marketing material. This is gambling to 

the extreme and I understand and appreciate that, but the odds are highly stacked against you. 

The casino employees develop and design the ‘games’, own all the chips, make up the rules 

before you’re even aware of them, and have zero accountability or oversight 

2.5: The Twitter Pump & Dumpers (P&D) 

To be frank these are the types of guys I like to tread lightly around more so than most, purely 

because a number of them have the BTC, the attitude and the followers to make or break the 

value of coins. I would just like to point out a good part of this can never be 100% proven but 

for many of us it is a given. You just need to watch, play and understand the game and ask 

yourself how you would go about it if you were in their shoes. We all know how pumping and 

dumping (P&D) works in this scene unless we are completely new.  
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Pump & dumpers will buy a large amount of coins at a great price. Some of them are patient 

enough to do this for a month or two depending on how much potential they see in a particular 

coin to stick around or control. Once they’ve accumulated enough coins they will begin. They 

know the numbers: they know the %’s they hold and the %s you are likely to hold. They know 

the amounts necessary and potential profit at each step of the pump. They have exit strategies 

and BTC backup ready to game the market either way depending on circumstances before you 

even know the game has begun. This is why you’ll see some pumps get 4% gain in fifteen 

minutes before flopping and some pumps get 1500% gain in two weeks. It all depends on the 

timing, the resources at the pumper(s) disposal, interest received, hype generated, volume, 

potential profit and the number of followers/day traders that jump on the train. 

Once they are ready they’ll announce the coin to their followers. Not only have the majority of 

these followers paid fees which covers any losses the pump & dumper might incur should 

things go drastically wrong, but the followers are already buying up the first wave of coins being 

sold by the pumper to make sure he is at worst breaking even. Many of these guys have more 

than one Twitter handle with thousands of followers between them paying fees for insider 

information (that varies from outright misleading to half-truth). A decent amount of their 

followers are even doubling up on fees because they are actually following the same person but 

on a different Twitter handle. 

These particular coins will see a huge increase in value (the big winners are in the 1000%+ range 

over a week or two). First and foremost I do not mean to attack or label these coins a ‘scam’ or 

‘illegitimate’ in this section, the actions of market manipulators are generally their own. Many 

of us forget that there are lot of new people in this scene that have no idea how pump & dumps 

happen and how often they occur. The point I would only like to make for newcomers is that 

some of these coins have been chosen (or created) to purely be promoted, pumped & dumped 

by groups and individuals for the sole reason of profiting in BTC. It is generally the community 

that ended up buying the coin and taking on its development that push it onwards after the 

original ‘team’ bails with the profits. The community that adopts these coins for whatever 

reasons are the people that deserve applause. However they need to be aware the original 

developers, promoters and buy support has now moved on, and such massive growth in value 

and volume was unnatural, manipulated and most probably not sustainable. 

The exchange troll boxes go insane. Everyone is now trying to get in on the action from the 

ground floor. The more people getting on board and playing the game the longer the pump will 

last. What they need is as much attention and BTC flowing into this latest gamble as is possible 

to drive the ‘hype’ onwards and upwards. Every step of the way they’ve sold pieces of their 

early accumulated pie for good profit, and re-evaluating whether to buy a little back in and 

push it higher for more profit. If there is no hype or BTC flowing in you’ve got a ten minute 
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pump that jumped up 50% or less and got dumped down even lower. Pick the right coin at the 

right time, do it slowly and professionally and you’ve got a train that lasts weeks if you scare no-

one off during the first 24 hours. The profit you’re now making on % gains in the thousands 

trumps anything else except a successfully dumped pre-mine. 

These coins are now considered hugely successful, and whatever angle they are promoting is 

the reason. To clue in on what coins follow this predictable path you just need to do a Twitter 

search and follow the numbers, the pump announcements, watch the block-chain and address 

‘rich list’, match the dates and learn how to read the volume and exchange charts. Following 

everyone you can on Twitter that is deep in the alternative cryptocurrency scene also helps 

immensely.  

2.6: ‘The Unholy Trinity’ 

I like to refer to the ‘arrangements’ these three groups have as ‘The Unholy Trinity’. Remember, 

some of this can never be backed with 100% proof, but everyone who has played the game long 

enough knows these elements exist some are very well off. You’ve got a developer on board 

who can clone and upgrade/fork your coin when necessary. A lot of these guys are actually 

quite decent, polite, and honest, and are happy to do it for an upfront fee for anyone. Many are 

quite aware of what is happening but aren’t ‘in on the action’ and don’t profit immensely 

unless they are personal friends or more involved with the other two elements. You’ve got a 

mining conglomerate/powerhouse ready to insta-mine the majority of coins from release (the 

perfect way to provide an ‘honest’ release with zero pre-mine). KGW is not planned for weeks, 

meaning you can also take advantage of the difficulty swings to mine huge amounts of coin at 

the right time. The huge hash rate helps immensely in making people believe this coin is going 

to be huge. If it wasn’t going to be huge, there wouldn’t be such high difficulty and so many 

people mining it right? You have the financial power in terms of ‘whales’ and market 

manipulators ready to pump decent amounts of BTC into the game to drive the price, volume 

and hype upwards. This element is sure they won’t get dumped on from the majority holders of 

the coins (mining conglomerates) because they’re working together from day zero. The second 

the savvy day-traders clue in on the latest coin following this pattern, they’re all in on the action 

to profit also. While they’re smart and generally make a profit, they don’t have as much insider 

information as The Unholy Trinity so have to play it a little safer. 

The only real problem here is that those not ‘clued in’ think they’re supporting the next big 

thing for legitimate reasons. When the pumps over and The Unholy Trinity have made their 

huge profits, the community is left pushing the coin forward after unnatural growth, constantly 

wondering why this ‘sure investment’ isn’t working out as well as they hoped. You have a 

community now ‘left in the dark’, with a decent amount of passion and desire to push their new 
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favorite coin forward. Meanwhile, The Unholy Trinity is taking a breather ready for their next 

big release and the savvy day-traders are now back onto playing their favorite or hot markets of 

the week. We’re constantly burning newcomers to the scene in the name of short-term profit. 

Every day this continues we’re destroying the chance of turning this million dollar industry into 

a billion(trillion?) dollar industry in the next five to ten years. 

2.7: The ‘Honest Alliances’, ‘Honest Organizations’ & ‘Honest Coins’ 

A fair number of groups and individuals that are planning ‘honest coin’ releases for April, 

whether legitimate or otherwise, have already approached particular coins. They request they 

pay ‘licensing fees’ (1BTC+) to get stamps of approval and labelled a ‘non-scam/non-shit’ coin 

for their Twitter and Facebook followers (many of which are bought social media numbers to 

give the impression of a strong community). These organizations will demand personal details 

(without disclosing their own identifies) and have a number of coin ‘rules’ such as zero pre-

mine that can still be circumvented by mining contracts and hash-farms. As of right now there 

are a number that seem like they may have pure intentions, but any that charge fees for the 

‘privilege’ of not getting labelled a scam is still suspect. A very transparent and approved set of 

rules will need to be defined and adhered to 100% to bring any legitimacy to such lists and 

organizations. 

2.8: The Loyal Communities (or ‘Bag-Holders’) 

I don’t begrudge communities or newcomers whatsoever; my only criticism is generally they 

could do more for their coin by being constructive rather than constantly being on the attack. 

These are community members of particular coins who hold a fair amount of them and have no 

idea if there is much future left. They could have gotten on board because they believed in the 

developer, believed the coin would make them rich, loved the idea or marketing behind it or a 

hundred other reasons. The issue is now the coin is not where anybody wanted it to be: the 

developers have stopped responding, nothing worked out, lofty promises could not or would 

not be delivered fast enough if at all, the price and difficulty crashed and unfortunately the coin 

doesn’t look like it’s doing too well. This most probably has happened through no fault of their 

own and I don’t want it to sound like I am pitying or mocking them. We just need to prevent 

things like this from happening over and over again. 

It is currently the biggest problem with the cryptocurrency scene – every jaded and burnt 

individual who did not understand the game so well who now may never get as involved with 

moving this industry forward as they would have otherwise. Members who stay generally loyal 

to their particular favorite coins are more often than not different to the crowd who got in on 

coins knowing the risk and playing ‘the game’ for short-term profit. They are newer to the 
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scene and are more genuine in their support both for alternative cryptocurrencies in general 

and the coin itself. Unfortunately, there is a good chance they have been taken for a ride and if 

I had a solution besides education I would provide one. In many ways this is fragmenting 

sections of the community and pitting coin against coin, much like supporters who will only stay 

loyal to a particular regional sport club and go out of their way to pick a fight with opposing 

supporters. 

2.9: The ‘Shit-Storm Groups’ 

I would just like to point out that ‘Operation Shitcoin Cleanup’ is not a group I personally 

consider to fall under the previous ‘disguised honest groups’ category as their intents are 

generally made quite public. They are brutally and honestly vocal and will generally announce 

publicly if they choose a particular coin. These groups are growing as a backlash against the 

constant stream of ‘shit’ we have seen the last few months. Generally they are there on many 

threads throughout the forum, trying to ‘open the eyes’ of the rest of the crowd in an attempt 

to stop what is happening every day. Some have pure and idealistic intentions, while others are 

fronts for developers who have their own coins but are attempting to knock out competition or 

coins they simply don’t like or approve of.  

Despite many not liking to admit it, some individuals here have the savvy, means and desire to 

back up their claims were they so inclined. This generally includes 51% attacking and forking 

coins through sheer hash power, disrupting the confidence in particular coins and ‘bringing an 

end to their scandalous grip over particular supporters’. While I cannot argue against their 

stated goals if coins are proven fraudulent scams, I worry as do many others that the ‘coin wars’ 

coming will only shake faith in cryptocurrency further. Personally they are the types of groups I 

like to tread lightly around, even this paragraph might get me attention I’d rather avoid.  

If people are playing the alternative cryptocurrency game well aware of how it works and the 

odds then that is fine, but if they’re a newcomer getting scammed and burnt that is an entire 

different situation. We need to be educating, making newcomers aware, providing case studies 

and making demands of coins and developers that keep the communities happy. Again, a very 

transparent and approved set of rules and goals will need to be defined and adhered to 100% 

to bring any legitimacy to such movements. 

2.10: Service Providers & Merchants 

Service providers and merchants play just as important a role in the cryptocurrency scene as 

miners or the ‘core’ communities. Without places to use a coin it is nothing but a speculative 

game. Nothing wrong with that initially, but a cryptocurrency without uses is a cryptocurrency 

that doesn’t stay relevant, circulated or in demand. The problem service providers and 
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merchants are having to deal with is knowing which coin they can accept that will still be 

around in a few weeks. They also have to deal with dozens of upgrades of wallets a week just to 

stay relevant as developers fork their coins to appeal to ‘flavour-of-the-week’ features or 

marketing terms. Not only that, but lack of liquidity, stable rates and pump & dumps affecting 

their holdings is driving them away. A sale that was worth $10.00 when made now amounts to 

$3.00 worth of coin, or a loss of $7.00. 

Fortunately there are services/options that convert sales to BTC and/or USD to ensure market 

fluctuations don’t damage their bottom line too much, but these are currently few and far 

between or specialized towards certain coins. More are in the works as this industry matures 

however, which is a good thing. 
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Part III: The Issues 

3.1: The Elephant in the Room: Buyer Demand 

I personally believe we need to stop blaming miners, ASICs and multipools completely for drops 

in price, period. It conveniently shifts the focus away from the uncomfortable question ‘why is 

no-one buying?’ and rather blames every sell on ‘entities that exists only to destroy coins’. Post-

speculation phase (the period where everyone buys and plays the market on initial exchange 

listings), entire coin communities are putting their efforts inwards on restricting supply rather 

than outwards on increasing demand. If a coin continues to be constantly mined and sold, 

driving its price down, that is exactly how it should be until a cryptocurrency reaches 

equilibrium or has a reason to entice buyers and new users as well. 

Months of effort are being put literally into preventing a block-chain from being secured (in the 

case of PoW) in an attempt to increase scarcity and artificially inflate price so that more can 

sell. This is obviously exacerbated by the fact alternative coins are being used for the sole 

purpose of selling to increase BTC holdings, but unless coins find reasons to get ‘fresh blood’, 

genuine coin community members, supporters, merchants, service providers and buyers into 

their ‘niche’ then restricting supply alone simply is not going to cut it. Block halving and PoS 

implementation continue to be at best a very temporary bandaid, followed by the same sell-off 

which is still blamed on anything but lack of demand. 

3.2: ‘Promises’ Versus Reality 

We need to stop taking features promised by new coins at face value. We’re still seeing it daily: 

fiat exchanges, credit cards, point of sales, the list goes on, all promised within weeks of a coins 

release and unique to that particular coin. There is a lot of work, money and time that needs to 

go into any service (let alone coin) that intends to deal with fiat. While this currently applies 

especially in the United States, it is also important anywhere else cryptocurrency is involved. 

‘Where is the proof? Where is the transparency? Where is the deliverance? This 

market is based on bullshit announcements by anonymous players pulling at your 

heart strings, and I’ll be damned if we announce something we haven’t proven 

we can provide.’ 

A lot of people are being enticed with false promises without actually looking at things critically. 

There is a much greater chance of particular services for cryptocurrency being developed 

externally and then sold or provided to the scene. Take for example CoinPayments as a purely 

crypto service or newcomer Moolah. You cannot remain anonymous if you intend to start 

dealing with or providing financial services in fiat, so anyone who doesn’t provide full 
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transparency, credentials and paperwork when offering such services are probably pulling your 

leg. Cryptocurrency services are being developed and delivered at an increasing rate as the 

industry gains greater exposure and acceptance, but not by the anonymous forum accounts 

who promote these services in every thread as if it will be unique to their particular coin. All 

coins will ultimately have access to these services, provided they build professional 

relationships and have community support. 

3.3: Alt-Coin Multi-Pools 

This is one topic I have a very negative attitude towards as NobleCoin is a primary target for 

particular multi-pool ‘shit-coin cleanups’. One of the latest marketed innovations for 

March/April is a new breed of multi-pools that mine the most profitable alternative coins 

(allegedly) and convert them to the cryptocurrency you want to increase your holdings of. They 

are currently primarily promoted by PoS coins as a means of increasing your coin holdings. 

These are being used now as ‘weapons’ between coin communities rather than as a tool to 

increase holdings and stay efficiently profitable. 

The biggest problem currently with a number of these multi-pools is the blatantly obvious 

inefficiency and poor payouts they give their miners. They don’t mine the most profitable coins 

and instead choose particular coins to ‘assimilate’ in a childish attempt to instigate ‘coin wars’. 

If you’re looking for a decent return this is something you will have to keep a constant eye on. 

Unfortunately, many are run by people who promote such conflict without realizing particular 

coins they have chosen to target are supported by their miners also. I am all for multi-pools 

mining the most profitable coins, it is to be expected and provides a semblance of balance to 

every coins hash rate and price. To deliberately target and dump particular coins for hours on 

end when they are in the bottom third of the profitability charts is completely different. Not 

only are you costing your miners/supporters electricity and cheating them of an expected 

decent return, but you’re alienating your own community who support more than one coin 

(this fact seems to elude certain people). 

3.4: Manipulated Volume 

Volume should not be given any serious consideration in this game unless it is by an exchange 

looking at milking fees and knowing that it can and probably will drop by 90%+ within weeks 

(unless you’ve consistently been in the top 20 and are well established). It’s also for the traders 

to make it easy to spot the current pumped or manipulated coins (in 90% of cases) that will be 

seeing all the action for the next week or two. Volume is easy to manipulate, especially if you 

are connected, rich or hold a lot of a particular coin that you will be using to ‘promote’ its rise. 

For example, some exchanges get linked to coinmarketcap.com when they are still in 
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promotional stage and provide 0% fees. Some users enjoy the benefits of zero percent trading 

fees on their favorite exchanges because they have friends on the inside, are insiders 

themselves or have paid a decent BTC fee to have their account given ‘VIP’ status (0% fee). 

What this means should be obvious: they can now sell back and forth between themselves 

without end and drive volume to extremely high and misleading levels. If you have to play the 

game with a tiny fee that is fine too, you just consider it a ‘promotional’ cost; trading copious 

amounts of coin back and forth at a set fee is still more than worth it for the attention a large 

amount of volume can bring. Add manipulated volume on top of an announced Twitter P&D 

and ‘The Unholy Trinity’ and all eyes in the cryptocurrency scene are now on you. 

3.5: Disharmonious Communities 

Unfortunately too many in this scene treat their favourite coin like their favourite sports team. 

While there are plenty of people who mine, hold and support multiple coins and remain 

generally quiet on the forums, publicly there is just too much bickering and rivalry going on to 

promote any sense of alternative cryptocurrencies working together to benefit everyone 

involved. This is personally something I feel will change this year as communities and coins 

team up to provide a greater sense of cooperation and taking things forward. This will most 

probably also be done purely as a means of surviving the slow periods. Think the United Open 

Currency Solutions (UNOCS) movement all over again, although this time multiple groups most 

probably taking things a little slower after the damage done last time such ‘alliances’ were 

attempted. 

Instead of bickering over which coin is better and labelling the competition scam, serious 

cryptocurrencies need to be figuring out ways to transparently and evenly pool resources and 

skills to develop services, entice merchants and promote initiatives that have the potential to 

benefit everyone involved. Imagine open-source projects that have been developed using the 

funds from a hundred communities and coins that help merchants, mobile applications, 

ecommerce services, and plug-and-play tools. This is definitely an idealistic vision at this point 

in time, but shared development is most probably something that will come about across the 

board as the industry matures. 

3.6: Bi-Weekly Forking 

There are rumblings and a growing backlash behind the scenes from certain service providers 

and exchanges against the constant forking of coins. Every time a coin hard forks every service 

provider, exchange, trader, miner and user has to update their wallet in time to prevent losing 

coins or having their service disrupted. The larger the networks, the longer you want to ideally 

give your user base the ability to update their clients and test their services. Both BTC and LTC 
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‘are exceedingly careful in avoiding unnecessary rule changes that completely breaks sync 

compatibility with old clients.’   

Bi-weekly forks are not a good thing; they only highlight the fact that nothing you invest your 

hash rate, time or money in is certain. Community members need to be sure that the coins they 

are supporting will not suddenly restrict, inflate or change dramatically (read: manipulation). 

We cannot continue to fork to ‘flavour of the month’ specifications to keep a vocal minority 

happy who are only looking for a rise in price (justified, artificial or otherwise) so that they can 

cash out.  To make things worse, coins are forking to untried ‘marketing gimmicks’ which have 

real or theoretical security issues and vulnerabilities. No, I am not talking about BlackCoin (BC), 

ZeitCoin (ZEIT) and CryptoRush issues, as that is a whole other can of worms.  

We are seeing an increase in lost coins, disrupted services, failed payments and general 

confusion from community’s regarding the current state of ‘development’ and version of their 

wallet. Stability of development progression and the core protocol is very important for the 

perceived viability of a network designed to be a long-lasting medium of commerce. Rushing 

through forks every month is not how you build trust, protect the users and investors and 

ensure uninterrupted services. 

Anything detailed in Part IV that we intend to change and will require a hard fork we want to be 

viewable, discussed, tested and externally checked by as many people as interested to make 

sure we’re doing it in the most secure, clean and efficient way. Hard forks and their intended 

changes will be announced months in advance, simply because taking things slowly and 

carefully in our eyes is how ‘development’, no matter how simple, should be done. 

3.7: Algorithms (n-Factor, Scrypt-Jane & X11) 

The hot topic right now (algorithms and X11 with scrypt ASICs coming later this year) just as 

VERT & n-Factor was the hot topic for January. My thoughts on this will cement me on one side 

of the argument (making me quite unpopular to some people unfortunately) and make this 

paper a target for the other side of the argument. Both have valid points, but in some ways 

many people, in an attempt to protect their own ‘control’ over a cryptocurrency, are perhaps 

not seeing the larger picture. No matter what algorithm you choose, if that algorithm becomes 

valuable and adopted you will get ASICs for it – that’s a given. 

The biggest problem with new algorithms is the ‘known unkowns’ and the ‘unkown unkowns’ 

revolving around them. There is very little mention of particular coins at particular points in 

their history being easily mined by one section of the mining community and not the other 

(replacing insta-mines). There is little discussion of the roles botnets, ASIC’s, GPU farms and 

specialized hardware are playing currently in current algorithm setups. In some ways, and I do 
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not mean to offend, alternative algorithms have achieved ‘cult-like’ status that can do no 

wrong. 

It has been strongly argued that the current popular algorithms only run cooler on machines 

because they have been designed with deliberate inefficiency and not to take full advantage of 

the hardware being used. They use less electricity, generate less heat and don’t work at full 

power: deliberate inefficiency disguised as improvement. Now don’t get me wrong we need 

hardware improvements that generate less heat, are more efficient and less prone to failure 

(hint). However what ‘deliberate inefficiency’ generally means is that for many of these 

algorithms it will be even easier to develop an ASIC for should it ever reach a certain degree of 

profitability. Lack of RAM requirements and purposely using fewer resources makes the 

production cost of specialized chips lower. Certain coins are also easier to CPU mine, making 

them more vulnerable to botnet attacks. 

I can almost guarantee that the ‘next big thing’ algorithm wise will change on an almost 

monthly basis just as difficulty re-targeting is beginning to. It is almost like these terms are 

being used for purely marketing purposes at this point in an attempt to show technical 

innovation. Just as we saw n-Factor & Scrypt-Jane be the next big thing and ‘obsolete’ a month 

later, we may very well see the same for X11. The X11 developer himself welcomes and 

supports ASICs, the algorithm merely acts to delay them in an attempt to achieve the same 

network growth cycle as the current big coins (just as has happened naturally with Scrypt). I 

think this is a very smart thing to do in some ways, but it still means sooner or later your GPU 

mining will be replaced by ASICs. New catchphrases will be given to recycled or ‘tweaked’ 

algorithms and code in an attempt to sell basically the same promise every month. 

As a theoretical case study let’s take the recent ‘action’ by disgruntled LTC miners to attempt to 

hard-fork LTC to the X11 algorithm. Were it made official or even successful and LTC retained its 

current value then we could expect to see ASIC development to tackle X11 algorithms much 

sooner. What then, another hard-fork? Any algorithm that grows to sufficient value and 

acceptance will draw ASIC development. It’s the next stage of a coins algorithms technological, 

social and value evolution, unfortunately not something you can run from forever. 

3.8: Scrypt ASICs 

I understand this is a very polarizing subject right now, and I personally don’t think either side 

of the argument is one-hundred percent right or wrong. On one hand I look at this from a 

community perspective and making sure any cryptocurrency remains a ‘currency of the people’. 

On the other I look at it from a ‘bigger picture’ and an ‘end-goal’ of cryptocurrency: specialized 

hardware providing ultimate security for financial transactions. There are a few cases for scrypt 

ASICs I would like to make: 
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Security: ASICs create a more secure and ultimately more legitimate coin because the difficulty 

and hash rate increase will coins become progressively less vulnerable to attack when 

compared to alternatives. Many people still consider LTC vulnerable to attack, despite it being 

worth around $300 million. Coins less susceptible to 51% attacks will get more trust from 

service providers and merchants. Any plan that accommodates perpetual avoidance of ASICs 

(X11 doesn’t count as even the lead developers behind X11 coins plan to embrace ASICs no 

matter what marketing is thrown your way) is most probably deliberate exclusion of the most 

efficient and powerful means of block chain security. Let what that means sink in for a moment. 

Ephemerality: The GPU mining community has become quite ephemeral, moving from coin to 

coin rather than sticking with and supporting their particular choice. This is a result of the 

change in the market and the influx of new people, new coins and new money to the scene. To 

be honest I don’t see this changing any time soon. The current GPU-friendly, ASIC-resistant 

coins will continue to be cloned while the majority of miners hop from chain to chain, leaving 

them all extremely vulnerable. 

Technological Progression: I personally believe that just as (most) miners today would have a 

microwave, a TV, a fridge, a computer, even a GPU rig built for scrypt mining, miners of 

tomorrow will also have an ASIC of varying power in their house. Instead of forking out money 

today for a GPU rig, cryptocurrency pundits will be forking out money tomorrow instead for 

ASICs, and we’ll all have a set plugging away in our garage. Before we know it, the GPUs of 

today will be the CPUs of yesterday, ASICs will be the GPUs we’re using today, and we’ll be 

discussing how to push cryptocurrency further using quantum computers and whether to hard-

fork to fight or embrace them. 

Efficiency: ASICs are cleaner, more efficient, less power-hungry and far more scalable than GPU 

mining. Block-chains can be secured in a cleaner, stronger and cheaper fashion. They use less 

power and are more ‘plug and play’ friendly than GPU mining. Ultimately, they have the 

potential to a) provide coins to more people more efficiently and using less energy, b) waste 

fewer resources with better scalability in mind, c) provide greater security without as many 

hardware failures or generating as much heat, and d) doing this all cleaner and faster. 

The’ Nvidia/AMD Unknown’: I wouldn’t be surprised if in the years to come we see AMD 

and/or Nvidia entering the market and providing extremely powerful GPU-style products for 

miners. This will not only take the heat off the damage crazy GPU prices is doing to their gaming 

market, but it will put more hash power into the hands of GPU/scrypt miners today and provide 

a balance of varying degrees to ASIC miners. This is an unknown, but used merely to highlight 

the fact that GPUs will be getting increasingly powerful also. 
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The Centralization Argument: Some form of centralization of mining operations will always 

happen no matter what algorithm or technology cryptocurrency uses to secure the block-chain. 

Those with money will always be able to afford more of the hardware, whether it is ASICs or 

GPUs. Those proposing ASICs will only centralize hash power forget that it is money that plays a 

role here, not the technology itself. There are already GPU mining operations that have the 

ability to 51% attack any scrypt coin in existence besides maybe LTC, and even that possibility is 

taken very seriously today. ASICs are overall cheaper, faster and more energy efficient in 

comparison when you look at hash rates and power consumption, and help prevent people 

with lots of time, money, large cooling systems and access to power build GPU farms that are 

just as dangerous as any ASIC. 

Merge-Mining & ‘Super-Pools’: My hope is that scrypt ASICs lead to a large number of scrypt 

coins ultimately being merge-mined, making every coin involved more secure, more 

trustworthy and more valuable in the process. 

3.9: Proof of Stake (PoS) 

My technological aptitude when it comes to Proof of Stake (PoS) is not as developed as some so 

that is a point I would like to make clear here. I welcome more technical analysis/information 

so that I can provide better information here. From an ‘economical’ perspective, the most 

significant criticism directed towards proof-of-stake systems is that it punishes newcomers and 

cannot distribute currency as fairly from the hoarders to the users. Personally, and I don’t mean 

to offend, but a proof-of-stake coin where all coins ever to exist can only be bought from 

current holders looks a lot more like a Ponzi-scheme than proof-of-work does to me (for 

arguments sake). It is argued this will result in the entire supply ending up with the hoarders 

and the currency circulation dying. 

While I see the value and understand the theory behind an investment vehicle with minimal or 

zero inflation, many coins do not meet that criteria nor do they guarantee any retention of 

long-term value simply because there is not enough external interest in buying for any 

‘reasonable ROI’ price. 

If we have a bunch of hoarders and no new miners, where is the continued 

interest? Where is the fresh blood? Where is the spending and circulation of the 

coin? And who then wants to spend all the coins they’ve hoarded on continued 

development and promotion?  

There continue to be in-depth and serious discussion on the technical side related to the 

security implications of PoS coins. Most of it is conjecture and ‘what-if’ scenarios, as there 

aren’t a lot of case studies to go by at this point in time besides a recent ‘time-bomb’ attack. 
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There are also continued discussions on the ability for large holders of the coin to attack it ‘51% 

proof-of-work’ style, however this would most probably destroy the value of the attackers coins 

in the process. One thing to consider though as we have seen so far in this scene: there are 

plenty of people willing to sacrifice a little value if it destroys the competition, both for proof-

of-stake and proof-of-work coins. 

3.10: Kimoto’s Gravity Well (KGW) & Dark Gravity Wave (DGW) 

In the rush to fork in February to ‘the next big thing’ of the time, Kimoto’s Gravity Well (KGW), 

many communities had never heard of the potential vulnerability once it was implemented. All 

coins that hard forked to implement the first versions of KGW are vulnerable to an Achilles heel 

‘time-warp’ exploit. While it seems this exploit remained theoretical but never proven done as 

far as we know, it is code nuances like the ones within KGW that need to be verified and tested 

extensively before entire communities and coins clamor to embrace it. 

Much to the credit of the DARK developer, KGW was fine tuned to resolve this vulnerability and 

given the name Dark Gravity Wave (DGW). To be sure of who was actually responsible for 

providing the final fix we would need to do some forum searching, as there were plenty of 

discussions about resolving KGW’s issues in certain development areas of the forum while coins 

rushed to implement it anyway. 
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Part IV: Proposed Solutions & NobleCoin Moving Forward 

4.1: Community 

We need to be a community ready to embrace the massive sociological and technological 

changes that are coming. Events throughout 2014 that continue to plague cryptocurrency show 

us that we cannot trust any centralized individual or organization. To combat this, we need to 

be clearly defined and united by our chosen goals, standards and plans for the future. We need 

community members who are not only here for profit, but who believe NobleCoin can continue 

to remain a legitimate cryptocurrency no matter what its value is.  

Trust, longer-term visions and teamwork will be required for coin communities to survive bear 

markets, market realities and price manipulation. Without trust, dedication, support and a bit 

of faith many coins will flop the moment negative news hits the scene or there is a drop in 

price. NobleCoin will continue to promote goodwill, trust, respect, professionalism and honesty 

in dealing with its community, merchants, services and exchanges as it has done so now for 

three months. 

4.2: Marketplace & Trade 

One of the great things about NobleCoin is the marketplace, which early on gave its users the 

ability to buy products. This has allowed the coin to circulate and act (even if they are baby 

steps) as both a cryptocurrency and a speculative investment. Despite some delays attributed 

to exchanges being hacked and volume evaporating, all orders have been processed 

successfully and many orders will soon be receiving a 20% bonus if they experienced delays. We 

are still very proud of our 100% feedback rating (41) on CoinPayments and do our best to 

promote the CoinPayment service and what it means for alternative cryptocurrency as often 

and strongly as we can. 

Not only will be begin precious metal and bullion sales as soon as our Australian second-hand 

dealer licensing gets approved, but we will be adding bidding sections and self-managed 

merchant areas. In an effort to provide greater transparency, we will be publicly listing this 

license, our ABN (Australian Business Number) as well as financials for each tax year. We want 

to turn the marketplace into a hub of trading for anyone interested in using cryptocurrency. 

Why would people want to use the marketplace over the competition? Because we will be 

providing invaluable merchant resources, tools and tutorials free of charge, as well as 

promoting 0% listing and sale fees, zero sign-up fees and zero management fees. We are also 

manually adding products and services to the marketplace for those who don’t have the time or 
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desire to self-manage a store. We will be providing automated ordering, payment processing 

and payment delivery to interested merchants in this case at zero cost. 

The only fee at this point is the 0.5% transaction fee for the CoinPayments service, but we are 

actively engaging with other payment processors to get NOBL approved as a coin and/or 

implemented in the marketplace to give our users multiple payment processing options when 

checking out. 

4.3: Merchants & Services 

We don’t want the marketplace to centralize NobleCoin trade. In fact we have made it quite 

clear to anyone interested that an entire backup of the marketplace can be made and 

‘mirroring’ it is more than welcome. Everything except personal account details and orders will 

be made available so that if it goes down, other interested community members can replace it 

with their own marketplace(s). On top of this, we are very proud to be at 29 merchants publicly 

accepting NOBL either through custom or manual acceptance or via CoinPayments. We will be 

continuing to push hard for broader acceptance, as the more places promoting cryptocurrency 

and improving our coin recognition, the stronger we will be. 

Moving forward, we are in discussions with merchants and making it clear that any and all are 

welcome to promote their goods and services on the marketplace for free. Options from self-

managed stores to us handling the products and sending through orders ourselves are there for 

consideration. More formal information on this will be coming, but anyone who is interested in 

using and accepting NOBL at any level will be welcomed with open arms, given introductory 

materials, eCommerce tutorials, product listings, ordering and payment processing capability at 

zero charge on the marketplace. 

4.4: Charitable & Humanitarian Efforts 

When we began the Noble Movement in January we had a single sentence to encompass what 

we felt we could do with cryptocurrency: ‘The Noble Movement is the idea that a focused 

community sharing a common vision can achieve an enormous amount of good if we work 

together.’ Since then we have given much back in terms of charitable and humanitarian efforts 

and of this we are very proud. Unfortunately, market conditions and the realization we seem to 

have gotten ahead of ourselves is making us take a step back and moving forward in a more 

measured and ‘grass-roots’ approach. 

NobleCoin is here to do good and promote cryptocurrency at the same time, this was a very 

important part of the Movement for us. It seems these days the cryptocurrency community is 

giving tens of thousands of dollars to charities and initiatives that don’t publicly accept, 
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acknowledge or appreciate cryptocurrency. Please don’t allow me to make myself a target here, 

I understand and appreciate the selflessness of doing good, but we wanted to help the 

cryptocurrency movement as well as bring out the charitable side of human nature and our 

communities at the same time. It is for these reasons we will continue to be working with 

charities like The Water Project who also publicly promote and accept BTC as well as alternative 

cryptocurrencies as a means of donating. 

We will be growing the Network over the coming months to provide greater detail on all 

charities who work with NobleCoin and all other cryptocurrencies. We will be providing and 

promoting resources to help charities understand, accept and get involved with cryptocurrency. 

Detailed information on charities and initiatives accepting cryptocurrency will be included on 

our website as well as any addresses they use themselves and coins they accept. We will not be 

acting as middle-men or asking for donations for obvious trust reasons, but we will be working 

day and night behind the scenes to provide a comprehensive and clean resource for everyone. 

We want the Noble Movement to be more encompassing, uniting cryptocurrency communities 

and initiatives, charities and services involved and promoting them from a unified front. 

4.5: Unrivaled Transparency 

From week one we have provided a public ledger and personal details of community members, 

the founder and ‘developers’ working on particular projects. Despite the scene crying out for 

such transparency, we still gain little attention for the standards we are trying to adhere to. 

Despite this, we will be taking it a step further and providing the second-hand dealers license 

on the marketplace (required anyway for legal reasons here in Australia), providing the ABN 

(Australian Business Number) and financial records of the marketplace and all financial 

statements showing profit/loss on NobleCoin both personally and on the marketplace. We are 

specifically not dealing in large amounts of bullion that require we make formal identification 

reports. This is because while we are (somewhat) happy to take on the risks of going public and 

sharing our details in an effort to push cryptocurrency and NobleCoin further; we also highly 

respect the right to privacy and personal security of other people in this scene. No other 

personal or order information will be shared. 

Furthermore, as was made public on CoinDesk:  

I live in Australia and run the NobleCoin Marketplace - this tax time I will be 

getting advice from as many interested parties as I can and reporting all income 

through the marketplace (received in both BTC & NOBL) as well as transfers of 

BTC>Bank account through Btradeaustralia. This will mostly be done at a loss but 

I intend to show gains where I can for the report. I'll be volunteering myself as a 
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case study and provide details on the ATO's approach of taxing cryptocurrencies 

in Australia and how it may work in the future. 

This is not being done out of any particular love for taxation, but rather because it is our hopes 

that by setting an example and stepping forward to be scrutinized we can begin the process of 

moving forward and taking cryptocurrency mainstream. We can act as a case study and hub of 

information for interested parties looking to take cryptocurrency further in Australia and 

worldwide. While we don’t want government, regulatory and banking bodies crippling and 

controlling the crypto-economy, we do not want cryptocurrency made illegal and driven 

underground either. We are hoping a balance can be achieved, with fair and reasonable 

taxation and regulations placed on ‘exit points’ when fiat is involved rather than at every 

international transaction done between different cryptocurrencies at different values and at 

different points in time. 

This is also being done as a genuine attempt to make our case stronger for not merely being 

another anonymous forum account taking you for a ride for easy profit. I won’t lie if I told you 

I’ve never been tempted every now and then to make an alternative coin and use the proceeds 

to better support myself and NobleCoin, but we’re at a point where I can’t present a case like 

this while acting hypocritically ‘dodgy’ behind the scenes. 

This is and will never be about centralizing NobleCoin, this is about legitimizing those who 

represent it. 

4.6: Embracing ASICs but Rewarding the GPU Miners 

This is a statement I am strongly hoping does not divide or disillusion our community the most: 

NobleCoin will not be switching algorithms to hide from scrypt ASIC’s. Please read our 

argument for why scrypt ASICs are the correct evolutionary step for scrypt coins and why we 

can’t fork to run from them forever (section 3.8: Scrypt ASICs).  

We will not be hard forking to avoid scrypt ASICs like the majority of coins seem to be; instead 

we will be publicly welcoming and embracing them for greater security of the blockchain 'in the 

years to come'. To reward our community for mining and supporting us during our 

‘establishment’ phase we will be reducing coin rewards. This will be done in a genuine hope 

that you feel properly compensated and the period of mining where the ‘everyday’ GPU miner 

was held in higher regard with higher coin rewards. I imagine this might upset some people, but 

in the grand scheme of things technical evolution to ASICs for any popular algorithm will 

happen. By the time ASICs start getting into people’s hands and begin to mine coins like 

NobleCoin (if they do) we will have been around for approximately six months of GPU mining. 
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4.7: Restricting Inflation 

To curb inflation and reward the early community GPU miners for their first six to eight months 

of mining before ASICs, NobleCoin will be hard forking to an adjusted % decrease in block 

rewards at the six month period. This is being done exactly as was stated early in release, to a 

block reward of 2,500 for months six to eighteen and a block reward of 1,250 for months 

eighteen onwards. We appreciate the DogeCoin (DOGE) approach of constant block rewards in 

order to accommodate mining, newcomers and replace ‘lost’ coins. Ultimately we would like to 

restrict inflation to a point where NobleCoin does not become a deflationary cryptocurrency, 

but keeps the rate so consistent, known, low and balanced that it remains an appealing option 

as an ‘inflationary cryptocurrency’. The beauty of cryptocurrency is that it is mathematically 

pre-formulated how many coins are in circulation and how many are to be added to circulation. 

It is a lot different to how the current fiat system works either way. 

4.8: Merge-Mining & ‘Super-Pools’ 

We will be constantly working towards promoting and embracing merge-mining with other 

scrypt coins in the months to come. Not only will scrypt ASICs begin to secure scrypt coins, but 

we believe merge-mining for scrypt will begin to gain momentum. We want to promote this 

now, as the coins that welcome increased security, sustained hash rates and stability will be the 

ones taken seriously. 

4.9: Patience with ‘Experimental’ Code 

Looking back we are quite happy with not wanting to hard fork immediately to KGW when it 

was the current ‘in thing’. Not only has it now been shown vulnerable and already 

unappreciated, but our sixty second one-block retarget continues to protect us from huge 

difficulty spikes or multi-pools taking advantage of us. DGW seems to have resolved KGW issues 

at this point and we respect the developer of DARK immensely, so it is the system we are 

currently keeping in mind. We want to be sure we’re choosing upgrades that have proven 

themselves over months and we feel confident will stand a decent test of time. 

If we begin to feel like the only way we can increase value is to hard fork to the latest technical 

buzz, then we are doing something wrong on other fronts and will not be blaming the fact we 

aren’t hard forking monthly to keep up. That being said, anything that stands the test of time 

and is shown to revolutionize the security or power of alternative cryptocurrency we will 

definitely be taking very seriously. 
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4.10: Coin Partnerships & ‘Umbrella’ Coins 

NobleCoin will be actively and promoting working together with other coins and communities 

that we feel show true passion and dedication if they are also interested. The state of 

cannibalism and finger-pointing we’re in is destroying the alternative cryptocurrency scene. 

We’re not talking UNOCS, although we wouldn’t shy away from such an idea, but we’re at least 

talking shared resources, ideas, merchants and charities. We think the idea of ‘coins working 

together’ at this point needs to be considered again, albeit more cautiously, in order to return 

some semblance of teamwork and respect to the scene. 

We’re also currently considering accepting more coins on the NobleCoin Marketplace to allow 

other communities to trade and buy if they so desire, but that comes once bullion licensing, 

self-managed stores and bidding sections are implemented. It will also only be considered if it is 

welcomed and embraced by the developers, representatives and communities of other coins. 

We are offering it in a spirit of good-will and teamwork between coins, however there are still 

competitive elements to such actions and we don’t want others to feel like we are ‘cutting in on 

their action’, especially considering the 12% discounts on our marketplaces aimed towards 

NobleCoin users. Ultimately we’re working towards improving the prospects and values of all 

coins working together as a ‘unified front’ working outwards towards mainstream is far more 

desirable than independent coins looking inwards cannibalizing one another. 

4.11: ‘Core’ Updates Coming 

Our primary focus in terms of ‘development’ this month will be a non-mandatory upgrade or 

two to wallets (design as well as functionality) and BTC core source. We are continuing to work 

and experiment with transactions messages and what we can do with them using the block-

chain. We will be patiently watching and testing DGW as well as any expected new technical 

developments that we feel would be worth adding to our first hard fork due probably around 

July. We continue to follow up on the NobleCoin Android and accommodating transaction 

messages as EAC has done. 

4.12: ‘The Blockchain is Key’ Viewpoint & Embracing the Upgrades 

Coming in 2014/2015 

We believe that the best services and development coming for alternative cryptocurrency will 

be from external parties. What we mean is that sooner or later systems will become available 

that allow you to ‘upload’ your block-chain and an entire set of financial and interactive 

features will be available to whoever also decides to use that particular cryptocurrency. Let’s 
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say for example some major technical innovation happens in terms of wallet security, financial 

services, coin features and social interactivity. The kicker is though that this service has been 

built from the ground up by an innovative (and trusted!) company and is available either open 

source in the spirit of pushing cryptocurrency further or as licensing available to all coin 

communities who wish to use it. In some ways this is why we continue to work on brand, 

community, merchants and uses for the actual coin, as we believe that as the industry matures 

so too naturally shall the services and technology built around it (all of which will become 

increasingly accessible to those who want to use them). We want to be a part of the 

cryptocurrency movement wherever it takes us and work together to develop, test, promote 

and improve the services coming.  

Features we believe will ultimately be available for all crypto-economies include decentralized 

aliasing systems, social ‘trollboxes’ within wallets, decentralized asset exchanges including 

stocks, commodities, as well as fiat and other cryptocurrencies, in-built merge-mining and 

p2pool solutions, transaction messages, instant and ‘insured transactions’, automated escrow, 

choice of anonymity level, centralized and decentralized points of trade/marketplaces, multi-

signatures, credit and lending systems, smart contracts, universal currency wallets, reputation 

systems and voluntary address identification methods. Entire suites of services and 

infrastructure will be built from the ground up, of both open-source and licensed variations, 

with communities given the choice to ‘plug in’ their block-chain and transaction history (or at a 

less security-intensive case simply their address and coin) and move forward with the 

technological innovations coming. This might come next year or it might come in five, but we 

intend to continue moving forward implementing the most valuable, powerful and time-tested 

innovations for NobleCoin until they do come. 

While these sorts of features may apply initially to particular coins, ultimately they will become 

available to everyone because of continued open-source cryptocurrency development, sharing 

of resources and universal ‘system upgrades’ that will in many ways be built on top of pre-

existing block chains. It is for these reasons trust and community will play a pivotal role in 

determining the strength of each particular cryptoeconomy: it is the users, merchants, services, 

traders, charities and everyone else that accepts a coin as a medium-of-exchange that gives it 

its true strength. 

So why choose NobleCoin over another particular coin then if they will all ultimately have the 

same features? Because if you believe what we are saying here in this paper, appreciate the 

standards we try to adhere to in this current environment, feel education and teamwork is 

important, understand the value in trust, community, professionalism and branding, and 

appreciate honesty, foresight, and transparency, then we feel you will bring as much to the 

table in terms of community and financial support as we feel we can offer moving forward. No 
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matter what the value of our coin becomes in either bear or bull market, we are here to move 

NobleCoin and alternative cryptocurrency forward based on the foundations of education, 

philanthropy, transparency, teamwork, universal service development, and community spirit. 

Thank you. 

 


